Abstract. Human activities usually have a motive and are driven by goal directed sequence of actions. Recognizing and supporting human activities is an important challenge for ambient assisted living of elderly in their home environment. By understanding an activity as a sequence of actions, we explore action specification languages for recognizing human activities. In this setting, we analyze the role of the situative space model for modeling indoor human activities in terms of an action specification language.
Introduction
Ambient intelligence envisions a novel paradigm of computation that is humancentered and occurs in everyday environments augmented with multiple networked computers with the primary purpose of enhancing human experience [1] . Advancements in technology (sensing, computing, communication and interaction), miniaturization of hardware, and the reduction in their cost has brought us within striking distance from experiencing ambient intelligence. Contextawareness [4] is an important feature of ambient intelligence where the networked computers are expected to have an implicit understanding of the environmental situations which improves the richness of communication between humans and computing systems, and enables providing services that make sense in the current situation. Context-awareness that is centered on human agents and their activities enable the development of personalized and adaptive smart environments [12] . Such environments facilitate enhanced activity performance useful for elderly people to lead an independent life at home without (or prolong) the need to move to a care center bringing in economical and humane benefits. Also, monitoring in-home activities provide valuable insights into the health status of the occupant useful in providing health care services.
Understanding and inferring human activities and the context in which they take place is an interesting research challenge. Human activities take place at multiple levels simultaneously: from the level of body and body-part movements, to the interaction with situated objects, to performing goal-directed actions to performing complex activities with clearly defined motives [12] . While there are several approaches to activity recognition in a smart home [18, 21, 20, 10] that are of importance, such approaches are not based on a formal definition of an activity and their associated context thereby answering "what activity was performed?" but are insufficient in answering "how the activity was performed?" and "how can we be sure that the activity was performed?" A smart home worthy of its name in providing activity support requires additional knowledge about an activity and better qualitatively describe the activity performed [3] .
We take a logic declarative approach in defining and describing human activities that improves the quality of inferring activities by complementing existing approaches. An egocentric interaction [16] framework is used for modeling human interaction in an environment, and for framing the context associated to a human agent and their activities using a situative space model [15] that maintains the human agent's bodily situation in that environment. The situative space model is inspired from how biological agents frame their environment and survive in it based on perception and action [9] .
Several candidate approaches in knowledge representation techniques for managing actions and change are available [2, 11] . Given the situative space model's inclusion of human actions as a corner stone, action specification languages are suitable among other specification languages for supporting reasoning about human activities [2, 7, 6] . Among the different action specifications which can be found in the literature, those which are based on non-monotonic formalism have shown to be expressive enough for capturing sophisticated domains such as: Space Shuttle [13] , Biological Networks [5] and Social Norms [14] . The formalization of these languages are based on different formal methods. To maintain simple specifications, we consider a basic language of actions specification called A and its semantics has been defined in terms of Answer Set Programming [8] . An analysis of human activities using the situative space model to support human activity reasoning and the importance of human perception for human activity analysis are presented inspired from our earlier work [20] . In particular, we focus our analysis on a breakfast scenario taking place in a home environment. The breakfast scenario is taken since preparing food and eating well removes malnutrition prevalent among elderly people living alone. This scenario takes place in a smart kitchen equipped with kitchen appliances and objects augmented with different types of sensors capable of delivering streams of relevant data.
The rest of the paper is divided as follows: In Section 2, some background about action specifications languages is introduced. In Section 3, a human activity scenario is analyzed in terms of the situative space model which is used in identifying some exemplary fluents and actions to support a declarative specification of a human activity like preparing coffee. In Section 4, some potential specifications based on A are discussed followed by the conclusions.
Background
In this section, we introduce some basic concepts of action specification languages and take the language A as a starting point also introduced in [8] and has been extended in several direction [2] . The alphabet of the language A consists of two nonempty disjoint sets of symbols F and A. They are called the set of fluents F and the set of actions A. A fluent expresses the property of an object in a world, and forms part of the description of states of this world. A fluent literal is a fluent or a fluent preceded by ¬. A state σ is a collection of fluents. We say a fluent f holds in a state σ if f ∈ σ. We say a fluent literal ¬f holds in σ if f / ∈ σ.
Situations are representations of the history of action execution. In the initial situation no action has been executed: we represent this by the empty list []. The situation [a n , . . . , a 1 ] corresponds to the history where action a 1 is executed in the initial situation followed by a 2 , and so on until a n . There is a simple relation between situation and state. In each situation s certain fluents are true and certain others are false, and this is a state of the world. Usually, the syntax of A is presented in three sub-languages:
The domain description language is used to succinctly express the transition between states due to actions. It consists of effect propositions of the following form:
. . , ¬q r where a is an action, f is a fluent literal, and p 1 , . . . , p n and q n+1 , . . . q r are fluents. Intuitively, the above proposition means that if the fluent literals p 1 , . . . , p n , ¬q n+1 , . . . , ¬q r hold in the state corresponding to a situation s then in the state corresponding to a situation reached by executing a (denoted by [a|s]) a fluent literal f must hold. If both n and r are equal to 0 in (1) then we simply write ( 2 ) a cause f Observation language: A set of observations O consists of value propositions of the following form:
. . , a m where f is a fluent literal and a 1 , . . . , a m are actions. Intuitively, the above value proposition means that if a 1 , . . . , a m would be executed in the initial situation then in the state corresponding to the situation [a m , . . . , a 1 ], f would hold. When a 1 , . . . , a m is an empty sequence, we write the above as follows: ( 4 ) initially f In this case the intuitive meaning is that f holds in the initial state corresponding to the initial situation. Query language: Queries consists of value propositions of the form (3) The role of effect propositions is to define a transition function from states and actions to states. Given a domain description D, such a transition function Φ should satisfy the following properties. For all actions a, fluents f and states σ:
-if D includes an effect proposition of the form (1) where f is the fluent g and p 1 , . . . , p n , ¬q n+1 , . . . , ¬q r hold in σ then g ∈ Φ(a, σ); -if D includes an effect proposition of the form (1) where f is a negative fluent literal ¬g and p 1 , . . . , p n , ¬q n+1 , . . . , ¬q r hold in σ then g / ∈ Φ(a, σ); and -if D does not include such effect propositions, then g ∈ φ(a, σ) iff g ∈ σ.
If such a transition function exists, then we say that D is consistent and refer to its transition function by Φ D . Given a consistent domain description D the set of observations O is used to determine the states corresponding to the initial situation, referred as the initial states and denoted by σ 0 . While D determines a unique transition function, and O may not always lead to a unique initial state. We say σ 0 is a initial state corresponding to a consistent domain description D and a set of observations O, if for all observations of the form (3) 
Human Activity Scenario
In this section, we introduce the situative space model as a reference model for analyzing and designing an action specification of human activities. In this context, the issue of how relevant is the concept of perception of a human with respect to the world in which he/she is situated is addressed. We motivate seven sets/spaces [15, 18] , i.e., Word Space, Perception Space, Recognizable Set, Examinable Set, Action Space, Selected Set, and Manipulated Set for identifying fluents and actions which are relevant in recognizing human activities.
In our activity scenario, Björn is a 68 years old widow living alone in his smart home. During the breakfast scenario, he is performing the activity of preparing coffee among other activities like preparing bread toast, boiling an egg, and preparing oats meal. The breakfast scenario is taken since preparing food and eating well removes malnutrition prevalent among elderly people living alone. Björn's smart kitchen is equipped with kitchen appliances and objects augmented with different types of sensors including temperature, humidity, force, infrared distance, light and RFID readers capable of delivering streams of data relating to Björn's current situation captured using the situative space model described in detail elsewhere [15] .
The situative space model is centered on Björn (or any other human agent) and varies continuously according to his body and body part movements: it is intended to capture what Björn can perceive and not perceive, affect and not affect at a given moment in time, being inspired by his situatedness and proximity to nearby objects in the kitchen that facilitates him in performing activities. The situative space model represents perception and action possibilities in a unified manner acknowledging the different levels and multiple modalities. The breakfast scenario is described using an operational definition of the situative spaces limited to visual and touch modalities: World Space (WS): A space containing the set of all objects that are part of Björn's smart home. Perception Space (PS): The part of the space around Björn that can be visually perceived at each moment, like a cone as a rough approximation. Refer to Fig. 1 . Objects may occlude other objects and thus create (temporary) holes in this space. During the breakfast scenario, objects like a stove, coffee machine, coffee powder, coffee filter, bread toaster, refrigerator, sink, coffee cup, milk packet, etc. enter and leave Björn's perception space as a driving factor in performing breakfast activities. In some sense, the location context framed by Björn's perception capabilities is included in this space. Recognizable Set (RS): The set of objects currently within Björn's perception space that are within his recognition distances, i.e., it is possible for Björn to recognize the type of objects and what can be done with it. In this scenario, Björn is able to recognize that he can use the coffee machine for preparing coffee, however is not able to recognize the new coffee filter shopped by his caregiver thereby leaving it out of the recognizable set. The recognizable set includes coffee machine (recognized as for preparing coffee), stove (recognized as for preparing oats) and refrigerator (recognized as for storing food cool). Examinable Set (ES): The set of objects currently within Björn's perception space that are within his examination distances, i.e., it is possible for Björn to not only recognize the objects but also their states. Normally, the examinable set is a proper subset of the recognizable set. In this scenario, Björn is used to preparing coffee using the coffee machine, and can not only recognize it, but can also examine its state to realize the lack of coffee powder that drives him to bring some coffee powder and fill-up the machine while performing the activity of preparing coffee. The examinable set includes coffee machine (examined to have no coffee powder) and bread toaster (examined to contain a piece of bread).
Action Space (AS):
The part of the space around Björn's body that is currently accessible to perform actions without locomotion, while small body part movements like lifting the hand up to take the sugar jar from the cupboard or bending to take out the coffee machine from a shelf is allowed. Objects within this space can be directly acted on while some of the objects in the perception space need human locomotion before they enter the action space. While preparing coffee, Björn's action space is expected to be filled with objects like the coffee machine, coffee powder, coffee cup, milk packet, sugar jar and a spoon among other objects based on physical proximity. Selected Set (SS): The set of objects currently being handled by Björn with his hands (touched, gripped; or selected in the virtual sense). In the scenario, Björn opens the coffee powder slot and pours coffee powder into the machine, thereby including the coffee machine and the coffee powder packet in his selected set. Manipulated Set (MS): The set of objects whose states (external as well as internal) are currently in the process of being changed by Björn. Normally, the manipulated set is a subset of the selected set. In this scenario, Björn first selects the coffee machine before turning it on (internal state), and takes the milk packet from the refrigerator changing the external state of the milk packet from inside the refrigerator to on the counter while performing the activity of preparing coffee.
Since many actions require perception to be effective, the current shape of the perception space qualitatively affects the action space. Perception space can change with actions like mobility where a coffee cup comes into the perception space when Björn moves to the cupboard, opens it and fetches a coffee cup. Also, the perception space (specifically the examinable set) changes due to objects that change their state like the coffee machine that turns off automatically after making coffee. At this point, let us observe that traditional action and change models, e.g., situation calculus and event calculus are oriented to identify fluents and actions in the selected and manipulated sets while ignoring perception, recognizable and examinable spaces/sets. An important issue w.r.t. these sets is that these sets suggest fluents and actions that can consider incomplete information w.r.t. the world. Hence, the uncertainty which is attached to the objects that take part or momentarily interrupt an activity can be dynamic with respect to time and human perception information could be used to address the emergent behavior of human agents while performing activities.
Fluents and Actions
In Table 1 , we concretize some exemplary fluents and actions which are relevant for action specification based on the situative space model and useful in modeling activities [16] . For the individual objects, we have identified actions as: move towards and move away. These actions do not change the state of 
Reasoning in A Language
Now that the basic elements such as fluents and actions have been identified for supporting an action specification of human activity, this section will introduce some domain basic descriptions about the breakfast scenario, especially for the context of preparing coffee.
The domain description will describe changes of states of a coffee machine. The effect of the actions remove coffee powder, add coffee powder, add water, coffee machine on and coffee machine off can be expressed by the following effect propositions:
remove coffee powder cause ¬ has coffee powder if has coffee powder, old coffee powder, coffee machine in action space. add coffee powder cause has coffee powder if ¬ has coffee powder, coffee machine in action space. add water cause has water if ¬ has water, coffee machine in action space. coffee machine on cause coffee machine is on if ¬ coffee machine is on, has water, has coffee powder, coffee machine in action space. coffee machine off cause ¬ coffee machine is on if coffee machine is on, ¬ has water, coffee machine in action space. coffee machine on cause old coffee powder if has coffee powder.
Let us observe that all the actions have as precondition that the coffee machine is in the action space. From the perception point of view, one can say that the coffee machine is in the action space of an intelligent agent whenever the intelligent agent move towards to the coffee machine: move towards coffee machine cause coffee machine in action space
Another issue to observe in the activity of preparing coffee is that even though a situation like [add coffee powder,remove coffee powder] suggests some changes in the coffee machine, this situation does not mean that coffee was prepared recently. For inferring that coffee was prepared recently, one need to explain sequence of actions of the form:
[coffee machine off,coffee machine on] [coffee machine off,coffee machine on,add coffee powder ].
[coffee machine off,coffee machine on,add water ].
[coffee machine off,coffee machine on,add water,add coffee powder ].
[coffee machine off,coffee machine on,add coffee powder,add water ].
By keeping in mind that an activity comprises of an history of events (as the previous sequence of actions) which we want to explain, it is important to explain the changes of fluents and the effects of actions in a given environment. Hence, the observation languages introduced in Section 2 has to be extended in order to capture a given history of events. In this setting, we follow the approach introduced in [2] ; therefore, propositions of the following form are considered: a occurs at k f occurs at k where a is an action symbol, f is a fluent symbol and k is a non-negative number. The intuitive meaning of the first proposition is that the action a occurs at time point k and the intuitive meaning of the second proposition is that the fluent f is observed to be true at time point k. Given the semantics of the A language, one can perform different types of queries with respect to an activity:
-To explain the current state of a world space, e.g., Has Björn prepared breakfast in the morning? -To predict potential activities in the near future, given the current perception and action spaces which are activity drivers inspiring Björn to take-up an activity or two?
While the problem of sensing the situative spaces is addressed elsewhere [17, 19] , in the current implementation, we have been mapping our specification into logic normal program and are using answer set solvers like CLASP 2 . For mapping our specifications, we are using the mapping suggested in [2] . In the long version of this paper we are going to present the full implementation of the reasoning process.
Conclusions
Understanding and inferring human activities and the context in which they take place is an important research challenge. The relevance of this research challenge has been increased by the need for novel technologies that support older adults with health care and daily living. Accurate sensing and reasoning of human activities, especially in their home allows for the prevention of critical health issues that might occur in the future, while monitoring their activities despite privacy issues could contributes to the empowerment of older adults in enjoying a safe, secure and independent life. In this paper, we have argued for supporting human activity reasoning using a situative space model that suggests aspects of the environment captured as a perception space can enrich the specification of activities in terms of action specification languages.
